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1. A block moves outward along也.e slot in the 

platform wi也 a speed of f = 2t ml白， where tis in 

seco且也， as shown包 Figui:e 1.τbe platform rotates 

at a constant rate of 6 rad/s. If也e block s個rts 宜。m

rest at the center, determine the magnitudes of its 

velocity and acceleration when t = 1 s. (20%) 

2. Consider a mechanism shown in Figure 2. 

Know旭g也atat也E instant shown ba:τAB has an 

angular velocity of 10 rad/s clockwise and it is 

speeding up at a rate of 2 r泌／s2，也tern血e 也自

a:ngul缸 velocities and accelerations of bar BD and 

b訂DE, respec·位vely. 。。%）

Figure 1 
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3. Two uniform sle且derrodsAO 叩d BC, each of mass m and Ieng也L，缸e

welded together to form a T-shaped assembly扭曲own in Figure 3. 

Two identical springs and two identical dampers are attached at points 

DandEon也e rod BC. The springs are uns甘·etched when B= 0. The 

assembly is pivoted at point 0. 。。%）

(a) If A is given an initial small horizontal displacement u0 阻d release 

from rest, derive the equation of the motion and the initial 

conditions of the vibration system in terms of B. 

(b) Write the natural frequency of the vibration system in terms of丸 m

L1 and L. Discuss how L1 affects the natural frequency. 

( c) Determine the displacement of point A at the time t = 1 s after也e

release fork= 9600 Nim, c = 500 N-s/m, L = 500 mm, L1 = 100 

mm, m= 5 kgand u0=1 mm. Is 也e system under damped, critically Figure 3 

damped or overdamped vibration? 

4. .A bullet with a mass of m1 = 20 g is fired with a horizontal velocity 

of v1 = 300 mis and hit a uniform slender beam OA at point B， 自

shown in Figure 4. 訂1e beam has a m自s of m2 = 3 kg and a length 

of L = 2 m. After the impact, the bullet is embedded in the be缸且

The beam is suspended 企om a coll缸wi也 a mass ofm3 = 3 kg, 

which can slide along a horizontal rod without剖ction. Determine 

the maximum angle ofrotation of the beam during its subsequent 

motion. Assume that the m目s of也e bullet c祖 be neglected when 

the bt伽

5. The也ree identic叫 small balls are connected by the hinged links 

of negligible m自S and equal leng曲，回 shown in Figure 5. Th叮

叮e released 企om rest in the position shown and slide down along 

也e quarter-circular guide in the vertical plane. Whe且 the upper 

sphere reaches 也e bo仕:om positi。且， the spheres have a horizo且包l

velocity of 0.4 mis. Calculate the energy loss due to 企ic;tion and 

the total impuls自 .I;, andιon也e system of也ree spheres during 

也is interval. 百1e m甜ses of the spheres 訂e m1 =m2 =m3 = 0.5 kg. 

The radius of也e quarter-circul訂伊ide is R = 0.2 m. (20%) 

Figure 5 
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